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Session Outcomes
 To examine the role of Institutions of Higher 

Education in contemporary society;
 To study the relevance of existing 

performance indicators in Institutions of 
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performance indicators in Institutions of 
Higher Education in India; and

 To suggest the model for performance 
assessment  for Institutions of Higher 
Educations to meet the growing demands of 
Knowledge Society.



Traditional Role of Institutions of 
Higher Education

Teaching
 Imparting Education 
 little Induced Research 
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Service Research

Traditional
Role of IHE





Knowledge Society
A knowledge society is a 
formal association of 
people whose economic, 
social and cultural 
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social and cultural 
development is 
subservient to the 
creation, dissemination 
and use  of knowledge 
and skills.



Characteristics of Knowledge Society
 A society that recognizes knowledge as a 

powerful tool for societal transformation;
 A learning society committed to innovation; and
 A society that has the ability not only to generate, 
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 A society that has the ability not only to generate, 
disseminate and protect knowledge but also to 
use knowledge for creating economic wealth and 
employment from all its constituents.



Aims and Role of  Knowledge-driven Society

Knowledge society  which depends for its 
growth on production, transmission, 
dissemination and  use of knowledge has to 
strive for:
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strive for:
 Advancement of scientific knowledge; and
 Creation of economic wealth and employment 

through innovations. 



The Emergence of the Knowledge-intensive Communities

 People supported by communication and information 
technologies interact in concerted efforts to co-produce 
new knowledge 

 These communities are the new agents of change
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 These communities are the new agents of change
in a knowledge society

 Knowledge workers are the new capitalists: 
they become key elements in the production system



Roles of Institutions of Higher 
Education in Knowledge Society

 Knowledge Creators;
 Innovation Accelerators;
 Social Transformers; and 
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 Social Transformers; and 
 Revenue Generators 



Strategic focus of Institutions of Higher 
Education in Knowledge-driven Society

Translation of
Knowledge into

innovation
(Application)

Societal
Education relevant 

to Employment
(Relevance)
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(Application)

Academic education
(Continuous 

Development of
discipline base)

World Class 
Academic Research 

Base
(Inventions)

Teaching

Academic

(Relevance)
Research



Knowledge-intensive communities call 
for Investment in 4 Key Areas 

To meet the challenges of the Knowledge-driven society, Institutions of Higher Education need to develop competence in:
 CIT
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 Autonomous Research
 Patents 
 Social Service



Prerequisites of Educational Policy 
in Knowledge-driven Society

 Introduce education that gives people the workplace skills they need to adapt to a rapidly changing economy; 
 Create a culture of continuous quality improvement in institutions of higher learning;
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 Create autonomous research system in institutions of higher  education that is capable of creating new knowledge; and
 Bring innovation and flexibility in the institutions that serve the society. 



Emergence of Extensive Research in 
Institutions of Higher Education

Induced researchis consistent with the institution’s traditional concept of 

Autonomous research is non-directed research conducted with an objective to come 
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concept of research. Such type of research results in incremental innovation 

objective to come with some major innovation.

Extensive Research
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Geographic distribution of scholars engaged in Autonomous Geographic distribution of scholars engaged in Autonomous 

Research in Science and TechnologyResearch in Science and Technology



Article submissions in Science & Technology 
based on Autonomous Research
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International submissions in Science and 
Technology Based on Autonomous Research
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Measures to promote Autonomous 
Research
 Resources;
 Excellence; 
 Quality; and
 Robust System
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 Robust System



Measures to promote Autonomous 
Research (Resources) 
Essential: to ensure that Indian universities have sufficient and sustainable 
resources  for education, research and invention

 Target to increase India ’s research effort to 10% of its GDP:  universities have 
to participate in this effort by raising more money for research from public and 
above all from private sources
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above all from private sources
 Universities have access to four main sources of income: 

 public funding for research and teaching 
 private donations
 income by selling services particularly to the private sector
 contributions from students

 Limited opportunities to increase public funding
 Income by selling services should contribute in substantial way to the funding



Measures to promote Autonomous Research
(Excellence)

 Aim: to bring all universities to the peak of their potential
 Universities to be enabled and encouraged to develop more interdisciplinary work: 

universities have to make choices; 
they have to identify areas where they have attained excellence.
This may lead to increased specialisation and concentration of resources, with a 
Indian dimension
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Indian dimension
 Accumulating the intellectual capital represented by world-class teams of 

researchers
 India  needs a pool of top-level researchers, engineers and technicians 



Measures to promote Autonomous Research

A system that has ability to operate and 
achieve specified goals in face of 
uncertainty and disturbances.

(Robust System)
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Features of Existing Systems (both in Academic and 
Administrative) in Institutions of Higher Education
 Standardization: Extensive use made of rules & Standard 

Operating Procedures.
 Centralization: Decision-making kept as high as possible. 

Most communication is vertical. 
 Simple integrating mechanisms: Hierarchy of authority well-
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 Simple integrating mechanisms: Hierarchy of authority well-
defined.

 Much written communication



Mechanistic System
Mechanistic System is like a machine, difficult to 
change. 
Bureaucratic & stable - (government policy, 
technology, competition). 
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technology, competition). 



Prerequisites of Robust System in Institutions  of 
Higher Education 
The systems that can be devised for institutions 
of higher education that may be engaged in 
autonomous research have to possess the 
following basic characteristics:
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following basic characteristics:
 Flexibility;
 Diversity; and 
 Adaptability



Features of the System that meets the modern 
role of Institutions of Higher Education

 Standardization:Extensive use made of rules & Standard Operating Procedures.
 Centralization: Decision-

 Flexibility (Mutual Adjustment)
 Decentralization

Existing System Desired System
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 Centralization: Decision-making kept as high as possible. Most communication is vertical. 
 Simple integrating mechanisms: Hierarchy of authority well-defined.
 Much written communication

 Decentralization

 Complex integrating mechanisms
 Much verbal communication



Organic System
Organic System is living and responsive to 
change. 
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Prerequisites of Organic System
Transformational

Leadership
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AutonomyOrientation



Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership is about “leading”

–
 changing (and maintaining) institutional 

strategies and culture that fit autonomous 
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strategies and culture that fit autonomous 
research culture; and

 by providing vision and inspiring employees.



Transactional Leadership

Transactional leadership is about “managing”
–

 helping institutions achieve their objectives more 
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 helping institutions achieve their objectives more 
efficiently; and 

ensuring that employees have resources that are 
needed.



Abilities of Transformational 
Leaders

 Ability to create a vision;
 Ability to mobilize commitment to that vision; 

and
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 Ability to institutionalize change throughout 
the organization



Orientation 
 The philosophy followed by the institutions to 

carry out its activities.
 Two Approaches:

 Sensor
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 Sensor
 Intuitor



Orientations

The Intuitor ---
 Imaginative 
 Creative 

The Sensor ---
 Pragmatic 
 Precise
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 Creative 
 Idealistic 
 Conceptualizes easily

 Precise
 Result-oriented
 Sensible 
 Systematic



Autonomy
The practice in an institution to determine and 
perform essentials of its operations 
independent from state authorities, based on 
decisions made by internal bodies created 
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decisions made by internal bodies created 
freely and internally. 



The purpose of this presentation was to 
promote two messages:
 Institutions of Higher Education do not 

become excellent by the simple fact that 
they are functional.
Research is a necessary condition for 
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 Research is a necessary condition for 
excellence, however, it is not a sufficient 
one.



Changing Perspectives of Quality
 Quality as fitness for purpose
 Quality as compliance (zero errors)
 Quality as customer/user satisfaction
 Quality as stakeholders’ satisfaction
 Quality as excellence
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 Quality as excellence
 Quality as value for money
 Quality as control (punitive/rewarding process of quality assurance)
 Quality as enhancement and transformation (process of changing the customer and institution)



Changing Perspective of Quality in the 
Context of Marketisation

For academic culture quality is referred to as ‘assurance of standards in the academics’

Business culture perceives quality as‘fitness for stakeholders’ needs, as well as stakeholders 
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the academics’ stakeholders satisfaction.’ In this approach there is paradigm shift from “basic standards” to “stakeholders’satisfaction”

Corporate (Quality) Culture

Quality as stakeholders’ 
satisfaction

Quality as compliance

Quality as enhancement and
transformation



Mission
Statement

Input Process Output
Management

Policy
Study 

Programs
Graduates/

Post-
graduates

Realized 
Mission

Achieved
Goals

Integrated Quality Model
in Higher Education
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Expected
Outcomes

Goals
&

Aims
Staff

Students

Funding

Facilities

Research 
Projects

Community 
Services

graduates

Scientific 
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Social
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Achieved 
Outcomes

Satisfaction 
Stakeholders
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